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Normal perception depends, in part, on accurate judgments of the temporal relationships between sensory events. Two such relativetiming skills are the ability to detect stimulus asynchrony and to discriminate stimulus order. Here we investigated the neural processes
contributing to the performance of auditory asynchrony and order tasks in humans, using a perceptual-learning paradigm. In each of two
parallel experiments, we tested listeners on a pretest and a posttest consisting of auditory relative-timing conditions. Between these two
tests, we trained a subset of listeners ⬃1 h/d for 6 – 8 d on a single relative-timing condition. The trained listeners practiced asynchrony
detection in one experiment and order discrimination in the other. Both groups were trained at sound onset with tones at 0.25 and 4.0 kHz.
The remaining listeners in each experiment, who served as controls, did not receive multihour training during the 8 –10 d between the
pretest and posttest. These controls improved even without intervening training, adding to evidence that a single session of exposure to
perceptual tasks can yield learning. Most importantly, each of the two groups of trained listeners learned more on their respective trained
conditions than controls, but this learning occurred only on the two trained conditions. Neither group of trained listeners generalized
their learning to the other task (order or asynchrony), an untrained temporal position (sound offset), or untrained frequency pairs. Thus,
it appears that multihour training on relative-timing skills affects task-specific neural circuits that are tuned to a given temporal position
and combination of stimulus components.
Key words: asynchrony; order; relative timing; temporal perception; auditory processing; human perceptual learning

Introduction
Each of our sensory systems provides us with an ongoing stream
of information representing individual perceptual events. One
critical step in making sense of this information is to place these
events relative to each other in time. In this paper, we investigate
learning on two such relative-timing tasks in the auditory system:
asynchrony detection and order discrimination. In an auditory
asynchrony-detection task, the judgment is whether the beginnings or endings of the frequency components of a sound are
synchronous or asynchronous. Sensitivity to this distinction
helps us, for example, to separate sounds that arise from different
sources (Bregman et al., 1994; Darwin, 1997; Carlyon, 2004) and
to distinguish between some speech sounds (e.g., “pa” vs “ba”)
(Lisker and Abramson, 1964). In an order-discrimination task,
the judgment is whether the onset or offset of a given sound
component precedes or follows that of another. The ability to
differentiate presentation order enables us to distinguish, for instance, musical melodies (e.g., ascending vs descending scales)
and words (e.g., “back” vs “cab”) (Broadbent and Ladefoged,
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1959; Hirsh, 1959). Here we report that multihour training improves performance on auditory asynchrony-detection and
order-discrimination tasks at sound onset, but that this learning
does not generalize between tasks (asynchrony vs order), to an
untrained temporal position (sound offset), or to untrained frequency pairs. This lack of generalization reveals key characteristics of the neural circuitry engaged by training on auditory asynchrony and order judgments.
Although there is some previous evidence that training improves performance on auditory relative-timing tasks, this improvement has only been documented for order discrimination,
and the generalization of this learning from trained to untrained
conditions has not been investigated. Most reports examining
performance on auditory relative-timing tasks include data only
from trained listeners, implying that experience leads to improvement [asynchrony (Hirsh and Sherrick, 1961; Summerfield, 1982; Parker, 1988; Zera and Green, 1993a,b; Tillmann and
Bharucha, 2002) and order (Hirsh, 1959; Hirsh and Sherrick,
1961; Swisher and Hirsh, 1972; Wier and Green, 1975; Miller et
al., 1976; Pisoni, 1980; Pastore et al., 1982, 1988; Pastore, 1983;
Kelly and Watson, 1986)]. For order-discrimination tasks, such
improvements have been either specifically mentioned without
supporting data (Broadbent and Ladefoged, 1959; Divenyi and
Hirsh, 1974; Pastore, 1983; Kewley-Port et al., 1988; Pastore and
Farrington, 1996) or reported with supporting data, including
changes in performance during the training period (Nickerson
and Freeman, 1974; Warren, 1974; McFarland et al., 1998), com-
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parisons between the performance of trained and untrained listeners (Barsz, 1996), or improvement from pretraining to posttraining (Merzenich et al., 1996). In each of these cases of
documented learning, listeners improved significantly on a
trained ordering task, in which two or more consecutive sounds
(pure or complex tones and/or noises) were arranged in different
orders, and listeners identified specific instances of (Warren,
1974; Merzenich et al., 1996) or discriminated between (Nickerson and Freeman, 1974; Barsz, 1996; McFarland et al., 1998; Takahashi et al., 2004) these orders. However, there is no similar
documentation of learning on auditory asynchrony detection,
nor has generalization to untrained conditions been explored for
either auditory relative-timing task.
Here we investigated learning on both auditory asynchronydetection and order-discrimination tasks, focusing on the generalization of this learning to several untrained conditions. Each
untrained condition was similar to the trained condition, except
for the parameter(s) being explored: the task (asynchrony vs order), the temporal position of the judgment (onset vs offset), and
the frequencies of the compared sounds. Our basic assumption
was that generalization of learning from a trained condition to an
untrained condition occurs if and only if the neural circuitry
modified during training also influences performance on the untrained condition (Karni, 1996; Karni and Bertini, 1997; Wright
et al., 1997; Wright and Fitzgerald, 2001; Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2003). Given this assumption, we reasoned that the pattern of improvement across the trained and untrained conditions
would inform us about the nature of the neural circuitry affected
by training. For example, if the same circuitry were affected by
training on both asynchrony and order judgments, and this circuitry also were to process both temporal positions and all frequency pairs, then learning should generalize to all untrained
conditions. At the other extreme, if training were to affect circuitry that processes only a single task and each of the stimulus
parameters separately, then training should induce learning only
on the trained condition.
We conducted two parallel training experiments. In each experiment, trained listeners were tested on several conditions in a
pretest and then were trained over multiple sessions on one of the
pretest conditions: either asynchrony detection or order discrimination at sound onset. After training, these listeners were retested on a posttest that was identical to the pretest. Controls in
each experiment were tested on the same pretests and posttests as
the trained listeners to which they would be compared but were
not trained on any task. In both experiments, exposure to the
pretest induced significant learning in controls. More importantly, for both groups of trained listeners, multihour training
resulted in additional improvement on their respective trained
conditions, but this learning did not generalize to any untrained
condition. The specificity of this learning suggests that the circuitry affected by multihour training separately processes each
relative-timing task, temporal position, and frequency pair.

Materials and Methods
Experimental design. We collected data in two experiments referred to as
the asynchrony and order experiments. Both experiments consisted of a
pretest, a training phase, and a posttest. In each experiment, in the pretest
and posttest, we measured performance on six related relative-timing
conditions. These conditions were the same within each listener but
differed between the experiments. In the training phase, which occurred
between the pretest and posttest, we measured thresholds in a subset of
randomly chosen listeners, referred to as trained listeners, for ⬃1 h/d for
6 – 8 d on either asynchrony-onset detection or order-onset discrimination, using tones at 0.25 and 4.0 kHz. The remaining listeners, referred to
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as controls, participated only in the pretest and posttest. In the asynchrony experiment, the pretest and posttest were separated by an average
of 10.3 d for the trained listeners and 10.6 d for the controls. In the order
experiment, the separation was, on average, 10.1 d for both the trained
listeners and controls. Finally, to assess the stability of posttest performance, we administered the posttest to a subset of the trained listeners a
second time, 4 – 8 weeks after the original one.
Listeners. Forty-five paid participants (34 females) between the ages of
17 and 31 years served as listeners. All reported normal hearing. No
listener had previous experience with psychoacoustic tasks. There were
six trained listeners and seven controls in the asynchrony experiment,
and a separate group of 14 trained listeners and 18 controls in the order
experiment. To determine whether listeners could follow instructions and
perform normally on a psychoacoustic test, each listener performed one to
two 30-trial blocks of a simple tone-detection task. Only individuals who
passed this screening were used as listeners in these experiments.
The results reported for the order experiment were actually obtained
in two separate order-training experiments. The pretest and posttest
conditions differed slightly between the two experiments, but two conditions were shared between these pretests and posttests. In both experiments, trained listeners practiced exactly the same order-onset condition. Because pretest and posttest performance on the two shared
conditions did not differ significantly between the trained listeners in the
two experiments or between the controls in the two experiments, we
combined the data to form a single trained group and a single control
group.
Conditions. In all conditions, in each of two observation periods, we
presented listeners with a standard stimulus and a signal stimulus. The
signal occurred randomly in either the first or second observation period.
The listener indicated which of the observation periods contained the
signal by pressing a key on a computer keyboard and received visual
feedback as to whether the response was correct or incorrect after every
trial throughout the experiment.
The two trained conditions differed only in the relative-timing task. In
the trained “asynchrony onset at 0.25 and 4 kHz condition,” listeners had
to determine whether two tones began at the same time or at different
times (Fig. 1 A). This was the trained condition in the asynchrony experiment. Both standard and signal stimuli were composed of tones at 0.25
and 4 kHz that ended simultaneously. In the standard, the two tones
began simultaneously. In contrast, in the signal, the two tones began
asynchronously, with one tone leading the other by some temporal disparity (⌬t). The leading tone was selected at random for each signal
presentation. In the trained “order onset at 0.25 and 4 kHz condition,”
the listener had to discriminate the temporal order of the onsets of the
two tones (Fig. 1 B). This was the trained condition in the order experiment. In the standard, the onset of the 0.25 kHz tone led that of the 4 kHz
tone, and, in the signal, the onset of the 4 kHz tone led that of the 0.25
kHz tone. The temporal disparity between the tone onsets (⌬t) was the
same in both the standard and signal stimuli.
The untrained conditions on the pretests and posttests fell into three
categories. First, to determine whether learning generalized between the
asynchrony-onset and order-onset tasks, in each experiment, we tested
the trained condition from the other experiment. Second, to determine
whether learning generalized from stimulus onset to offset, in each experiment, we tested the offset versions of both the trained and untrained
tasks. In the signal for the “asynchrony offset at 0.25 and 4 kHz condition,” the two tones ended at different times, with the lagging tone selected at random for each signal presentation (Fig. 1C). Similarly, in the
“order offset at 0.25 and 4 kHz condition,” the offset of the 0.25 kHz tone
lagged that of the 4 kHz tone in the standard, and the offset of the 4 kHz
tone lagged that of the 0.25 kHz tone in the signal (Fig. 1 D). Third, to
determine whether learning generalized to untrained frequencies, in each
experiment, we tested several conditions identical to the trained condition but with untrained frequency pairs. In both the asynchrony and
order experiments, these frequency pairs included 0.75 and 1.25 kHz as
well as 0.5 and 1.5 kHz. Additionally, order-onset discrimination was
also tested at two more untrained frequency pairs (0.25 and 1.25 kHz as
well as 3 and 4 kHz), both of which shared one frequency in common
with the trained condition.
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Figure 2. Improvement over the training sessions. Mean learning curves for listeners trained
on asynchrony-onset detection (A) or order-onset discrimination (B) with tones at 0.25 and 4.0
kHz. Each learning curve shows the average thresholds of trained listeners on the trained condition (Trn) on the pretest (Pre), each training session (Session), and posttest (Post; filled
squares); the pretest and posttest thresholds of controls (Con) are also shown (open triangles).
Error bars show ⫾1 SEM across listeners. Schematics of the trained conditions are at the top of
each panel. Freq, Frequency.
Stimuli. In all conditions, each tone was gated on in zero phase at 70 dB
sound pressure level and had 10 ms raised cosine rise/fall times. The total
duration of the high-frequency tone was always 500 ms, and the duration
of the low-frequency tone depended on ⌬t, following the basic stimulus
design used in previous investigations of auditory relative-timing performance (Hirsh, 1959; Pisoni, 1980; Parker, 1988; Zera and Green, 1993a).
⌬t was measured from the onset of the first tone to the onset of the second
tone in the onset conditions and from offset to offset in the offset conditions. For all conditions, the offsets of the higher-frequency tones in the
two observation periods were separated by 1000 ms.
The tones were generated digitally using a digital-signal-processing
board (TDT AP2; Tucker-Davis Technologies, Gainesville, FL) and delivered to two 16-bit digital-to-analog converters (TDT DD1; TuckerDavis Technologies), followed by an anti-aliasing filter (8.5 kHz low pass,
TDT FT5; Tucker-Davis Technologies) and two attenuators (TDT PA4;
Tucker-Davis Technologies). We then sent the tones through a headphone buffer (TDT HB6; Tucker-Davis Technologies) and into the left
earpiece of Sennheiser HD265 headphones in circumaural cushions.
Procedure. Within each 60 trial block, we adaptively adjusted ⌬t to
estimate threshold by decreasing ⌬t after every three consecutive correct
responses and increasing ⌬t after each incorrect response. The ⌬t values
at which the direction of change reversed from decreasing to increasing
or vice versa are referred to as reversals. The step size was 10 ms through
the third reversal and was 2 ms thereafter. After discarding the first three
reversals, the ⌬t at the 79.4% correct point on the psychometric function
(threshold) was estimated by taking the average value of the greatest even
number of remaining reversals as long as four reversals remained (Levitt,
1971). When there were fewer than four reversals, no threshold estimate
was obtained on that block. On the pretest, we set the initial ⌬t at 60 ms
for the first trial of each condition, and, during the training phase, we set
it at 10 ms above the average threshold obtained from the previous session performed by that particular listener. Throughout the experiment, if
there were too few reversals to obtain a threshold estimate for a given
block of trials, the initial ⌬t value was adjusted for the subsequent blocks.
In each condition on the pretests and posttests, we collected four to
five threshold estimates (240 –300 trials). Listeners completed one condition before moving to the next, and condition order was determined by a
randomized Latin-square design. During the training sessions, we collected
12 threshold estimates (720 trials) from each trained listener per day.
Figure 1. Relative-timing conditions. Schematic diagrams of the signal and standard observation periods in each two-interval forced-choice trial for four relative-timing conditions: asynchrony onset (A), order onset (B), asynchrony offset (C), and order offset (D). All stimuli consisted of two-tone complexes in which the duration of the higher frequency tone was always
500 ms. The frequencies of the tones depended on the condition parameters (see Fig. 3 and
Materials and Methods). Freq, Frequency.

Results
Improvement over training sessions
Multihour training on asynchrony and order judgments at sound
onset resulted in significant improvement over the training sessions on both group and individual measures of performance
(Fig. 2 A, B). On average, the two groups of trained listeners
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learned significantly on the condition on which they were
trained, as indicated by one-way ANOVAs on mean thresholds
with repeated measures over the training sessions (asynchrony
trained, F(5,25) ⫽ 5.56, p ⫽ 0.001; order trained, F(5,25) ⫽ 9.86, p ⬍
0.001). Average thresholds after training were slightly better than
those reported previously for groups of listeners trained in making asynchrony and order judgments at sound onset with similar
stimuli [asynchrony, 20 ms here vs ⬃50 ms for a 0.8 and 3.7 kHz
pair (Parker, 1988); order, 14 ms here vs ⬃20 ms for a 0.25 and
4.8 kHz pair (Hirsh, 1959)].
Individually, nearly all of the trained listeners improved significantly on the condition on which they were trained. The
thresholds of all six of the asynchrony-trained listeners and of 12
of the 14 order-trained listeners changed significantly across
training sessions according to a one-way ANOVA and yielded a
significant negative slope when fitted with a regression line
(Wright et al., 1997), indicating that these listeners learned over
the training phase. We performed all analyses both with and
without the two remaining nonlearners and reached the same
statistical conclusions; therefore, the results presented are based
on the data from all listeners.
Improvement on pretest and posttest conditions
In both experiments, controls improved from pretest to posttest
across all conditions, and the trained listeners learned more than
controls only on their respective trained conditions (Fig. 3 A, B).
The 2.5 h pretest induced significant learning in controls, who
did not receive multihour training, in both the asynchrony and
order experiments. For both groups of controls, separate time
(pretest vs posttest) ⫻ condition ANOVAs with repeated measures on time each revealed a significant main effect of time
(asynchrony controls, F(1,36) ⫽ 12.78, p ⫽ 0.001; order controls,
F(1,80) ⫽ 51.45, p ⬍ 0.001) but no time-by-condition interaction
(in both cases, p ⱖ 0.312). Thus, in both experiments, pretest
exposure without multihour training had an overall positive
impact.
To determine whether multihour training benefited listeners,
on each condition, we compared the posttest thresholds of
trained listeners and controls, taking into account differences in
pretest thresholds by using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
with pretest threshold as the covariate. We also analyzed the
thresholds using a two-group (trained vs control) ⫻ two-time
(pretest vs posttest) ANOVA with repeated measures on time; an
interaction between group and time indicated that trained listeners learned more than controls on that condition. The results of
both analyses always agreed.
For each trained group, multihour training enhanced learning
on the trained conditions, but there was no generalization of this
learning to untrained conditions. Trained listeners learned significantly more between the pretests and posttests on their respective trained conditions than controls [asynchrony trained vs
controls, ANCOVA, F(1,10) ⫽ 9.70, p ⫽ 0.011; order trained vs
controls, ANOVA, F(1,30) ⫽ 10.98, p ⫽ 0.002; an ANCOVA was
precluded because a test of the homogeneity of regression was
significant (Hays, 1994)]. However, although they did improve,
neither trained group learned significantly more than controls on
any of the following: (1) the untrained task at the trained temporal position with the trained frequency pair, (2) the untrained
temporal position with the trained frequency pair, regardless of
whether the task was the trained or untrained task, or (3) the
trained task at the trained temporal position with any untrained
frequency pairs (all ANCOVA p values ⱖ0.157). Thus, training-

Figure 3. Improvement on pretest and posttest conditions. Mean thresholds on the pretests
(Pre; open symbols) and posttests (Post; filled symbols) for trained listeners (Trn; squares) and
controls (Con; triangles) on each condition tested. Results are shown for six trained listeners and
seven controls in the asynchrony experiment (A) and for 6 –14 trained listeners and 8 –18
controls (see Materials and Methods, Listeners) in the order experiment (B). Error bars indicate
⫾1 SEM across listeners. Condition parameters and the untrained features are listed along the
abscissa. p values are given for ANCOVAs or, in one case, an ANOVA (marked with a # next to the
p value). Boxes indicate conditions on which trained listeners learned significantly more than
controls. Freq, Frequency; Asy, asynchrony; Ord, order.

induced learning did not generalize across any of the tested
parameters.
Pretest thresholds versus improvement
In both experiments, poor pretest performance was associated
with greater improvement between the pretest and posttest. To
examine the relationship between pretest thresholds and the
magnitude of improvement, we determined the linear regression
of the amount learned (pretest minus posttest threshold, y-axis)
on the pretest threshold (x-axis) for trained listeners and controls
in each condition (Fig. 4 A, B). Separate regression lines were fitted for trained listeners and controls only on the trained conditions because these were the only conditions for which the two
groups were statistically separable. For all other conditions, one
regression line was fitted to all of the data. All regression lines had
positive slopes, and 12 of the 16 lines were significantly so, indicating that listeners who started poorly tended to learn more
between the pretest and posttest than those with lower starting
thresholds. Note, however, that even trained listeners with very
low pretest thresholds on their respective trained conditions
(asynchrony, ⬍10 ms; order, ⬍25 ms) still showed significant
learning on these conditions during the training phase.
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Retention
Trained listeners and controls retained
their posttest performance for at least 1
month after training. All six listeners who
were trained on asynchrony-onset detection and 3 of the 18 listeners trained on
order-onset discrimination returned for a
second posttest 4 – 8 weeks later. Paired t
tests revealed no differences on any condition between the first and second posttest
thresholds of these listeners (asynchrony
trained, all p values ⱖ0.286; order trained,
all p values ⱖ0.133). In addition, four of
the seven controls in the asynchrony experiment returned for a second posttest.
These listeners actually showed a trend toward improvement on one condition (order onset at 0.25 and 4.0 kHz, t(3) ⫽ 3.13;
p ⫽ 0.052) and no difference between the
two posttests on the others (all other p values ⬎0.215). It is not known to what extent the exposure to the first posttest contributed to the retention of learning in
trained listeners and controls. Regardless,
the results suggest that the training and/or
testing regimen we used produced benefits
that were retained over the long term.

Discussion
Multihour training on asynchrony and order judgments at sound onset resulted in
significant improvements in performance
that were specific to the trained task, temporal position, and frequency pair. These
results appear to be the first formal demonstration of learning on auditory asynchrony detection and echo previous reports of learning on auditory order
discrimination (see Introduction). These
data also apparently provide the first information about the generalization of learning, or as it happened, the lack thereof, on
these relative-timing tasks. We conclude
that the specificity of this learning resulted
from the constraints of the neural circuitry
modified during training and discuss
other behavioral and physiological evidence consistent with these constraints below. However, first we briefly discuss the
learning that was induced by the pretest,
address the possibility that listeners may
have used an alternative cue to perform the
trained tasks, and then consider and reject a
strategy-based explanation for what is perhaps the most surprising outcome of these
experiments, the lack of generalization between the asynchrony and order tasks.
Pretest-induced learning
Although the present experiments were
designed to examine the effects of multihour training, it is worth noting that pretest exposure in itself resulted in signifi-

Figure 4. Pretest thresholds versus improvement. The magnitude of improvement [pretest threshold subtracted from posttest
threshold ( y-axes)] plotted as a function of pretest threshold (x-axes) for trained listeners (filled squares) and controls (open
triangles) in the asynchrony (Asynch; A) and order (B) experiments. The linear regression of the magnitude of improvement on the
pretest thresholds was determined for each dataset. Separate regression lines were estimated for trained listeners (solid) and
controls (dashed) only on the trained conditions (darker frames), because those were the only conditions on which analyses of
pretest and posttest thresholds indicated a significant difference between the two groups. On each remaining condition, the
regression line for the combined data are shown (dashed). The dotted horizontal line at y ⫽ 0 indicates no learning; values above
this line indicate that performance improved between the pretests and posttests.
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cant learning. Controls, who were only exposed to a pretest and
posttest, showed a general improvement across all conditions.
Improvement resulting from single-session training has been
variably attributed to learning of the procedure(s), the task(s), or
the stimuli used during that session (Fiorentini and Berardi,
1980; Poggio et al., 1992; Shiu and Pashler, 1992; Karni and Sagi,
1993; Zohary et al., 1994; Rubin et al., 1997; Recanzone, 1998;
Ahissar, 2001; Wright and Fitzgerald, 2001; Maye et al., 2002;
Hawkey et al., 2004). Here, we cannot make any firm conclusions
about which type of learning was induced by the pretest because
there was more than one condition on each pretest and the condition order was randomized. Thus, improvement on any single
condition could have resulted from practice on that condition
itself, or the generalization of learning from another condition.
The key conclusions drawn here do not depend on this pretestinduced learning, because they are based on comparisons between trained listeners and controls.
Interestingly, it appears that pretest exposure induced learning that did not decay for at least 8 –10 d. We assumed that, had
the thresholds of the controls been measured the day after the
pretest, the controls would have shown as much improvement as
the trained listeners did at this point in time. Given this assumption, if the controls improved from the pretest to posttest as much
as the trained listeners did from the pretest to the first day of
training, it would indicate that the controls did not lose any of the
learning induced by the pretest exposure. Suggesting such retention, the second five threshold estimates on the trained condition
(obtained on the first day of training for the trained listeners or
on the posttest for the controls), adjusted for differences in pretest threshold, did not differ significantly between the groups in
either experiment (both ANCOVA p values ⱖ0.404). In addition,
the improvement of controls who returned for a second posttest
was retained for 4 – 8 weeks after the initial posttest. The retention
of single-session perceptual learning for at least 7 d is consistent
with several previous reports (Rubin et al., 1997; Wright and
Fitzgerald, 2001; Fitzgerald and Wright, 2005). Thus, the current
results provide additional support for the long-lasting retention
of improvement resulting from single-session exposure.
A possible alternative cue
It is also worth noting that listeners likely used relative-timing
cues to perform the trained asynchrony and order tasks, although
an alternative duration cue was available. Similar to the stimuli
used in other investigations of relative-timing performance
(Hirsh, 1959; Pisoni, 1980; Parker, 1988; Zera and Green, 1993a),
in all the present conditions, the higher-frequency tone remained
the same duration, whereas the lower-frequency tone consistently differed in duration between the signal and standard stimuli. Thus, both the asynchrony- and order-trained listeners could
have learned to distinguish between the different durations of the
lower-frequency tone rather than learning to judge the relative
timing of tone onsets. However, this does not appear to be the
case, for at least two reasons. First, trained listeners had posttest
thresholds of 15–20 ms on the relative-timing conditions on
which they were trained. These thresholds were considerably below the ⬃50 ms duration-discrimination thresholds that have
been reported previously for listeners highly trained with a 500
ms standard duration (the average duration of the lowerfrequency tone used here, ⫾⌬t) (Abel, 1972a,b). Second, the
learning resulting from training did not generalize to untrained
frequencies of the lower tone, whereas that of listeners explicitly
trained on duration discrimination generalizes to untrained frequencies (Wright et al., 1997; Karmarkar and Buonomano,
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2003). Here, training-induced learning did not even generalize to
the untrained offset conditions, in which the lower-frequency
tone had exactly the same frequency as in the trained condition
(0.25 kHz). Thus, it appears that trained listeners did not learn to
discriminate between the durations of individual tones but instead learned to make the intended comparison of the timing of
tone onsets.
Strategy-based explanation
Furthermore, it appears that the lack of generalization between
the asynchrony and order tasks cannot be explained by an inability of trained listeners to recategorize stimuli when they performed the untrained task on the posttest. Asynchrony-trained
listeners learned to categorize as a single group two different
signal stimuli (higher tone first and lower tone first). In contrast,
when performing the order-onset conditions on the posttest,
these listeners had to categorize into two groups (signal vs standard stimuli) the two stimuli they had learned previously to include in a single group (signal stimuli). Conversely, order-trained
listeners were taught to discriminate between two stimuli (higher
tone first in the signal vs lower tone first in the standard) that they
had to recategorize into a single group (signal stimuli) when they
performed the asynchrony-onset condition. Thus, confusion
caused by this need to recategorize stimuli on the posttest could
have been responsible for the lack of generalization between the
two tasks. Arguing against this interpretation, we have preliminary data indicating that training on order-onset discrimination
does not generalize to asynchrony-onset detection even when the
asynchrony condition is performed with only one signal stimulus, and even when that signal is the same as in the trained order
condition (higher frequency onset first) (E. S. O’Connor and
B. A. Wright, unpublished data).
Neural circuitry constraints
We are therefore led to the conclusion that the present training
modified neural circuitry involved in the early stage(s) of relativetiming processing and that the specificity of the observed learning
reflects the selectivity of this circuitry. The most counter-intuitive
aspect of the present results is the specificity of the learning to the
trained tasks. It would seem that, to determine the order of two
tones, they must be perceived as asynchronous. However, the lack
of generalization between the trained tasks suggests that learning
did not modify a serial pathway, in which order judgments depend on a primary judgment of asynchrony (Hirsh, 1959; Hirsh
and Sherrick, 1961) because, in that case, learning on the order
task should have resulted in improved asynchrony performance.
In addition, it is not likely that training affected a global
perceptual-timing decision function (Sternberg and Knoll,
1973), because learning should then have generalized between
both tasks. Rather, the mutual lack of generalization between
trained tasks indicates, surprisingly, that the neural circuitry
modified by training on asynchrony judgments is independent of
that modified by training on order judgments. The lack of generalization across temporal positions or frequency pairs suggests
that the task-specific circuits engaged during training at sound
onset govern performance only at sound onset and are subdivided to separately process different frequency combinations.
Previous behavioral and physiological observations, although
not previously considered as a whole, are consistent with these
conclusions. First, supporting the task specificity of relativetiming circuitry, performance on visual asynchrony and order
tasks varies differentially as stimulus parameters change (Mitrani
et al., 1986). Such parameter-dependent variations in perfor-
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mance have also been reported for asynchrony and order tasks
performed with audiovisual stimuli (Fujisaki et al., 2004). Unfortunately, similar comparisons have not been made using auditory
stimuli alone. In addition, in the present experiments, pretest
thresholds for the trained frequency pair were significantly higher
on the asynchrony than the order task (t(43) ⫽ 4.39; p ⫽ 0.005),
further supporting the idea that asynchrony does not need to be
detected before order is discriminated. Physiological support for
this implication arises from investigations in the mustached bat
revealing neurons that respond to either synchronous sounds or
ordered sounds, but not both (Portfors and Wenstrup, 1999;
Leroy and Wenstrup, 2000).
Second, the specificity of auditory relative-timing circuitry to
the temporal position of the disparity (sound onset or offset) is
supported by studies that reveal a distinct difference in relativetiming performance and in physiological responses to sounds at
these two temporal positions [behavior (Raphael, 1972; Pastore
et al., 1982; Pastore, 1983; Zera and Green, 1993a; Phillips et al.,
2002) and physiology (Brugge and Merzenich, 1973; Pfingst and
O’Connor, 1981; He et al., 1997; Recanzone, 2000; He, 2002;
Takahashi et al., 2004)]. For one example, asynchrony detection
in sounds with 20 frequency components is ⬃10 times better at
onset than at offset (Zera and Green, 1993a). There is also evidence that the neural substrate for separate processing of these
two temporal positions exists. Neurons that are specifically activated at either sound onset or offset, but not both, have been
observed in monkey (Brugge and Merzenich, 1973; Pfingst and
O’Connor, 1981; Recanzone, 2000) and cat (He et al., 1997) auditory cortex as well as in guinea pig auditory thalamus (He,
2002), and offset population responses recorded by evoked potentials have been observed to be spatially segregated from onset
responses in rats (Takahashi et al., 2004).
Third, the specificity of relative-timing circuitry to particular
frequency pairs is also supported by previous results. Psychophysical data show that the specific combination of frequencies
being compared affects performance on relative-timing tasks.
Asynchrony detection at sound onset has been reported to become more difficult as the component tones become more removed from one another in frequency (Parker, 1988; Zera and
Green, 1993b), and a similar result has been obtained in some
(Divenyi and Hirsh, 1974; Wier and Green, 1975; Kelly and
Watson, 1986; Barsz, 1988, 1996), although not all (Hirsh, 1959;
Pastore et al., 1982; Pastore, 1983), auditory order and related
sequence-identification experiments. In addition, neurons that
are activated only by specific frequency combinations have been
observed in the forebrains/cortices of several species (Suga et al.,
1979; Margoliash, 1983; Margoliash and Fortune, 1992; Tian and
Rauschecker, 1994; Lewicki and Konishi, 1995; Ohlemiller et al.,
1996; Esser et al., 1997; Brosch et al., 1999; Leroy and Wenstrup,
2000; Kilgard and Merzenich, 2002). It is not clear from present
or previous results whether frequency-combination sensitivity is
attributable to the specific frequencies themselves or to a more
abstract relationship between the frequencies, such as the range
between them. Overall, both behavioral and physiological evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that at least a portion of
auditory relative-timing circuitry is subdivided to independently
process task, temporal position, and frequency-pair parameters.
Potential neural correlates of learning
Suggesting that the pretest- and multihour-induced improvements observed here resulted from changes in different neural
substrates, there is considerable neurophysiological evidence
from human subjects that different neural circuitry is engaged at
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different time points in the learning process. For example, within
a single 15 min training period, functional imaging revealed a
shift in activation for both a verbal production task as well as a
spatial/motor (maze tracing) task (Petersen et al., 1998). For each
task, the activation shifted from regions the authors referred to as
“scaffolding” areas (left frontal cortex, anterior cingulate, and
right cerebellum for the verbal task; right premotor, right parietal, and left cerebellum for the motor task) to “storage” areas
(insular cortex for the verbal task; supplementary motor area for
the motor task). In addition, from before to after a 6-min training
session on auditory sequencing, a task related to order discrimination, the implied sources for event-related potentials (ERPs)
appeared to have shifted from primarily unilateral (left) to bilateral superior temporal cortex (Gottselig et al., 2004). Similarly,
the activity pattern in motor cortex changed during 30 min of
training on a finger-opposition task (Karni et al., 1998). Yet another pattern emerged, an increase in the area of activation in the
motor cortex for the trained sequence, after 3 weeks of training
on this same task (Karni et al., 1998). Furthermore, on an auditory pattern-discrimination task, the implied sources of ERP
components differed depending on whether recordings were
made 24 h (primary auditory cortex) or 36 h (nonprimary auditory thalamus and cortex) after a single 6 –22 block practice session (Atienza et al., 2002). Finally, in monkeys, behavioral data
obtained after unilateral lesions in somatosensory cortex indicated that initial motor skill learning is dependent on the projection from somatosensory to motor cortex, but that, once acquired, performance of the same task does not rely on this
connection (Pavlides et al., 1993).
Among the potential modifications occurring in the circuits
affected by training (for review, see Buonomano and Merzenich,
1998; Weinberger, 2004), one potential synaptic mechanism for
the present improvements on asynchrony and order performance is spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP). In STDP
learning models, synapse strengths are affected by the temporal
association between presynaptic and postsynaptic activation that
occurs with repeated exposure to stimuli. These alterations may
lead to reductions in synaptic latency (Song et al., 2000), which
could conceivably sharpen the timing of the activated neural circuitry. Suggesting that STDP is a good candidate mechanism for
the synaptic changes underlying the learning reported here,
learning models based on STDP have been proposed for the ordering of inputs (Rao and Sejnowski, 2001; Karmarkar and
Buonomano, 2002; Drew and Abbott, 2003; Legenstein et al.,
2005), and physiological responses consistent with these orderlearning models have been observed in auditory cortex in animals
trained for either single (Fu et al., 2002) or multiple (Kilgard and
Merzenich, 2002) sessions.
Summary
Overall, the current results show that auditory training induces
learning on asynchrony and order tasks at sound onset, implying
that at least some portion of the neural circuitry governing performance on these relative-timing tasks is plastic. Improvements
resulting from pretest exposure and those resulting from multihour training possibly reflect changes in different underlying
neural circuitry at different time points in the learning process.
Most importantly, the lack of generalization of learning on either
task to the untrained task (asynchrony or order), temporal position (offset), or frequency pairs indicates that the circuitry affected by training is highly specialized and thus is not likely to
process global auditory-timing cues. Other behavioral and physiological evidence supports this conclusion. These results could
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guide the development of training regimens for both clinical and
nonclinical populations who would benefit from improved auditory relative-timing skills and also lead to the refinement of neural, cognitive, computational, and neural models of relativetiming performance.
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